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Enabling Contractors and Third parties 
Secure Remote Access to Infrastructure with 
an Enterprise Access Browser Approach

SOLUTION NOTE

Shifts Driving the Need for A 
Modified Approach to Secure 
Cloud Access

The global IT outsourcing market is projected to 

reach $397.6 billion by 2025. During that same time 

cloud spending is projected to reach $1.8 trillion 

(according to Gartner). Another shift resulting from 

these trends is the need for vendors and third 

parties to access a wide swath of critical resources 

within the organization. These resources include 

applications, servers, infrastructure, intellectual 

property and sensitive data. This change in 

approach requires a re-evaluation of the way 

companies allow vendors, contractors, and third 

parties access these resources. 

If infrastructure were a monolith, addressing this 

problem might be simpler. But, with a cloud-

dominated infrastructure, enterprises must 

work with the existing applications deployed on 

hardware, private clouds and any of the public 

cloud platforms. They must also deal with the rapid 

adoption of SaaS applications. 

This means that the access mechanism granted to 

vendors, contractors and third parties must secure 

access across all these permutations

Some organizations overcome this by shipping 

devices to the users. Others deploy tools to manage 

the devices used by the employees of the vendor or 

third party. These approaches are associated with high 

costs and operational complexity.

Are Challenges Being Addressed 
Effectively?

Almost every company that allows vendors, third 

parties and contractors access to critical resources 

use some mechanism to secure access. They rely on 

mechanisms (sending devices or managing devices) 

to address device risk. Tools like VPNs and VDI are 

used to control network risk. Manual approaches are 

also employed to address risk of mismatched identity 

between applications. And they use some coarse 

mechanisms of role-based access control to manage 

risk associated with data access.

Another consideration for organizations 
that leverage contractors, vendors 
and third parties is the lack of control 
over the devices used to access their 
infrastructure. 

$397.6B $1.8T
is the projected 
IT outsourcing 
market by 2025

is the projected 
cloud spending 
by 2025

https://capitalcounselor.com/outsourcing-statistics/
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-02-09-gartner-says-more-than-half-of-enterprise-it-spending#:~:text=Figure 1%3A Sizing Cloud Shift%2C Worldwide%2C 2019 %E2%80%93 2025&text=In 2022%2C more than %241.3,in 2025%2C according to Gartner.
https://www.appaegis.com/
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The most common tools used are VPNs, VDI and 

Zero-Trust Network Access (ZTNA). Since these 

solutions were not built for a cloud-centric world, 

they are riddled with problems. Some of these 

shortcomings are: 

1. Access that does not conform to principles  

 of least privilege access

The solutions listed above were built for a network-

centric approach and not a cloud-centric world. 

The granularity of access built into these solutions 

is overly permissive and not capable of restricting 

access to specific resources or applications. This 

wide-open access creates security gaps. For 

example, they do not have the ability to grant 

application-specific access. 

Enforcing principles of least privilege access is 

a core tenet of zero trust. Since legacy solutions 

cannot provide the granular access control needed 

in a cloud context, they cannot be considered zero 

trust solutions. In addition to the wide-open access, 

they are not built to continuously monitor access 

and tune it to limit or eliminate permission abuse.

2. Operational complexity

Most of the applications listed above require 

deployment of onerous agents on the endpoints. 

Some require the devices owned by the contractor 

or third party to be managed by the enterprise. This 

adds cost and operational overhead to understaffed 

IT and security organizations.  

Without the ability to manage the devices directly, 

organizations lack the visibility into all the access 

activities that originate on the device. This lack 

of visibility blinds them to any malicious access. 

Furthermore, traffic between the endpoint and 

the resources might be encrypted, which limits the 

organization’s ability to determine the nature of the 

access. Often, organizations deploy intrusive and 

complex decryption mechanisms to examine traffic. 

These methods introduce cost and complexity.

3. Lack of data loss protection and prevention

Traditional solutions operated, for the most part, 

 in a binary mode. Access or no access. The levers to 

control and manage access to data were not built 

into those legacy solutions. Nor were they designed 

to prevent the movement of malware from the 

end point into the enterprise infrastructure. These 

are the key reasons that legacy solutions cannot 

prevent the loss of data. In fact, it is the very nature 

of these legacy technologies that is often leveraged 

to obfuscate mechanisms and gain access to 

critical resources and infrastructure.

These solutions work on the principle 
of validating access when the initial 
connectivity is established between the 
user and the resource. This coarse level of 
control does not account for what happens 
after the initial connectivity is established. 
Nor does it consider the context of the 
specific access request.
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Appaegis addresses the challenges above with a three-pronged approach. They are designed to achieve the 

desired security outcomes without the cost and complexity. The pillars of the Appaegis approach are the following:

Direct control and 
management of all vendors’ 
secure remote access

Management 
ownership of all 
vendor devices

Applying zero trust 
to all customer 
support activities

1 2 3

The Appaegis Approach

Partners

Contractors

DevOps

Remote Workers
Simplify

Secure

Prevent

1. Direct visibility and control over third party  

 and vendor secure remote access

Controlling access to infrastructure is the lynchpin 

to security. This approach, which is used to limit 

access to infrastructure, data and applications, 

should provide the following:

• Provide secure zero trust access that 

leverages identity to control access to internal 

applications and SaaS applications. Essentially, 

this makes identity the new perimeter.   

• Ensure adaptive and context-based access 

to infrastructure, applications and data. 

The control should monitor identity usage 

to detect shared account and prevent 

impersonated account usage.  

• Control the data access for each application 

to limit the risk of data breaches. It should 

also limit file download in application to a 

select group of users. In addition, it should be 

able to detect sensitive data (like PII) involved 

in data access.
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The above approach does not mandate direct control 

over devices used to access the infrastructure and 

applications. It gives organizations an unprecedented 

level of flexibility to direct control access from 

any device a third party might choose without 

compromising security. It also allows organizations 

to control the cost and operational complexity of 

deploying MDM (or similar) solutions that must 

encompass every device that is allowed to access 

their infrastructure or applications. 

Appaegis provides a unique solution that 

continuously monitors every interaction between 

users and applications. The continuous monitoring 

delivers visibility that encompasses networking, 

identity, devices and data. Each access along with 

the associated context is easily logged and allows 

the enterprise to have full visibility and control over 

contractor access.   

Importantly, it provides the details required to 

identify root causes. Since this data is always 

available, communications related to compromises 

can be timely and comprehensive. 

2. Apply zero-trust to everything

Zero trust has been recognized as the key to providing 

robust security.  In the context of securing access, 

zero trust is about enforcing least privilege access by 

allowing access based on user identity, application 

and context. It also means that the approach of 

“authenticate then hand-off” is not enough. 

  

Implementing zero trust requires the application 

of “never trust, always verify.” For secure third 

party or vendor remote access, it means verifying 

network authorization, identity, and context 

associated with data access. It also means 

establishing a trust radius over the device. 

Network authorization requires control and 

verification that users can only reach allowed 

applications. Identities must always be monitored 

after authentication at the network layer and 

verified every time internal resources are accessed. 

That process must remain inline. It should 

evaluate the context of every access request. 

Context should be considered before granting 

access to resources. It must include applications, 

identity, and files. Context might also include 

time, geography, and other factors to which the 

organization assigns risk.

Establishing a trust radius around the device does 

not mean that all devices need to be managed. It 

means that the level of access can be controlled 

whether the device is managed or unmanaged. 

It ensures that malicious devices cannot infect or 

impact the organization’s infrastructure or become 

agents for the lateral movement of malware.

All of the above means that the security solution 

must enforce secure access based on continuous 

runtime data. Of course, this can only be done 

if the security solution has such visibility into 

context. It is important to note that traditional 

network-centric tools like ZTNA and VPN solutions 

are blind to this context.

This allows organizations to have immediate 
access to the data and all access activities, 
without waiting for information from  
their contracted company. It also eliminates 
the need for manual audits to meet 
compliance mandates.
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3. Implement solutions to limit the exposure,  

 risk and damage.

Whether the damage is associated with data 

or the spread of malware, organizations should 

assume that there is a possibility of a compromise. 

While it is important to have a robust response 

plan and solutions, it is equally as important to 

ensure that the secure access solution limits 

potential exposure at the outset.

One of the technologies that enables such secure 

access is browser isolation. Browser isolation 

provides a mechanism to eliminate direct access 

to the enterprise infrastructure. Therefore, it 

prevents malware from infecting the enterprise 

environment.  This approach also provides detailed 

visibility, and control of identity and data access of 

each application, preventing privilege escalation, 

vulnerability exploits, and lateral movement.

Browser isolation serves the dual purpose of 

reducing operational complexity associated with 

direct control over the device and limiting the 

spread of malware. It eliminates the need for 

complete control over the endpoint with  

MDM-like solutions. It also limits the endpoints’ 

ability to directly access the cloud infrastructure  

or applications, preventing the lateral movement 

of malware from the endpoint. Even if the 

endpoint is compromised, the exposure is limited.

The challenge of ensuring end-to-end security 

in any organization is not trivial. Security must 

account for the shift to the cloud, rapid transition 

to a hybrid workforce and the need for third 

parties and contractors to access applications and 

infrastructure. Trends in outsourcing have only 

exacerbated the challenge. 

A zero trust approach to securing access to cloud 

requires that even when business processes and 

functions are outsourced, the responsibility for 

securing access is not. The good news is that 

there are solutions that can address the challenge 

without an onerous cost, operational complexity or 

compromised user experience. 

Appaegis solutions bring the visibility and control 

needed to secure third party and vendor remote 

access to cloud infrastructure.  With Appaegis, 

enterprises have comprehensive visibility into 

access by third parties and vendors. This visibility 

does not rely on the direct management of 

endpoints/devices. Appaegis’ zero trust approach 

encompasses networking, identity, data, and 

devices to greatly reduce the attack surface. 

Appaegis solutions for secure remote access for 

third parties close the security gaps found in 

traditional VPN plus VDI solutions.

Connect with us

Appaegis secures cloud infrastructure access where it matters. We use an enterprise access browser to observe every interaction between users and 
the cloud. This provides complete visibility into access to applications and control over what data users can access. We are redefining the standard 
for secure access to cloud infrastructure.

555 Bryant St. Suite 220 Palo Alto, CA 94301
+1 669 699 1122  •  info@appaegis.com

Applying principles of least privilege 
access, limiting access to specific 
applications (instead of a broad network) 
are essential elements.

https://www.appaegis.com/
https://www.facebook.com/appaegis
https://twitter.com/appaegis?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/appaegis/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZUYFwjGDrqyIVFjMOGAihQ

